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DURING THE PAST FEW YEARS, thne
epideemiological approaclh has been ap-

plied increasingly to the studly of noninifectious
dliseases, such as cancer and lieart disease. Vari-
otis imetlhods of stuldy have been used, and vari-
oIIs inferences hiave been derived from the
observationis. In several inistances, suclh as the
relationship betweeni lung cancer and cigarette
smoking, the inferences have provoked consid-
erable discussioni. This in turn hlas led to coni-
sideration of certain selected aspects of the
conceptual framiiework of tlhese inferences
(1-5). However, there still exists a need for a
miiore genieral ieview of the methodology anid of
the coinsiderations that may influence the deii-
vatioln of inifer enices froml the observations.
This paper iiiteuids to provide such a reviewv,
althoughl it does not pretend to cover all as-
pects of the subject. This review may give
perspective oIn some of the issues involved. It
may stimulate furtlher discussion anid investi-
(,atio1i so that the nmethodological problems
confronting us can be gradually resolved.

Uses and Sources of Data

Epidemiology miay be defined as the study
of the distributioii of a disease or condition in a
population and of the factors that influence this
distribution. Tlhus, the epidemiologist is in-
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terested in variations in frequency of diseases
by suclh clharacteristics as age, sex, race, social
class, and occupation. This knowledge is useful
for the followiing reasons:

1. It permits the development of hypotheses
concerning etiological factors. Thus, if the
disease is observeld to be miiore frequent in a par-
ticular population segmeent than in others,
hypotheses are developed to explain this in-
creased frequency.

2. It can be used to test lhypotlheses developed
in the laboratory or clinic. It is important to
determine if an etiological hypothesis, based
on laboratory or clinical observations, is con-
sistent with the known distributioii of the dis-
ease in human populations; to the extent that
it is Iiot consistent, the lhypothesis will lhave to
be modified.

3. It provides the scientific basis for public
health administrative nieasures to control the
disease. Even if knowledge of etiological fac-
tors is inconclusive or erronieous, epidemiologi-
cal data may still be used for such control
measures as case finding and the early detection
of affected individuals.
The present discussion will be concerned

principally with the use of epidemiological ob-
servations to elucidate etiological factors.
An epidemiological study provides data froni

whiclh may be derived a series of statistical as-
sociations between a disease and various
characteristics of the population. From this
pattern of statistical associationis, biological in-
ferences may be drawn. The totality of the
associations anid the inferences constitutes the
epidemiology of a disease. Tlhus, the epidemio-
logical method consists of two stages: first, the
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determination of one or muore statistical asso-
ciations; second, the derivation of inferences or
lhypotheses from the series of associations.
Two distinct types of studies are used to

determine statistical associations: studies of
demographic data and studies of individual
hiistory data. The latter may be divided into
tlhree general categories: retrospective studies,
prospective studies, and experimental studies.
Of these latter, only the first two will be exam-
inied in this review. Botlh of these concern
observations of naturally occurring phenomeia,
and the investigator lhas no direct conitrol over
otlher possible factors that may inifluience the
associations so determine(l. Properly designed
hlulman experiments are the only certaini way of
establislhing an association- between a disease
and a characteristic. However, opportunLities
for carrying out suclh studies are rare.

Demographic Studies

Demographic data are obtainied prinicipally
from routiniely collecte(l vital statistics repoits.
They provide information concerning the dis-
tribution of either mortality oIr reported cases
ill time, by age, sex, race, social class, and otlher
chlaracteristics. Suclh data may differ from
data based on inidividuial hiistories in several
respects. For example, demogrcaplhic data may
slhow an association between two events in time,
wlhereas individual Iiistory data mav slhow that
an indivildual witlh a certain characteristic also
lhas anotlher clharacteristic; the latter is more
likely to reflect a biological relationshlip. Atlso,
certain demograplhic data, stich as socioeco-
niomic data, may deal witli av-erage characteris-
tics of a group of individuals ratlher thani witl
the clharacteristics of eaclh individual.

Associations based on demograplic dlata are
of value in furnishing a lead for more detailed
investigation-s. However, they must be inter-
preted witlh cautionl because of questions con-
cerning the accuracy of deatlh certification,
rieporting practices, and the like. Genieral
familiarity witli demograplicidata makes fur-
tlher discussion unnecessary.

Retrospective Studies

The retrospective approach consists of ob-
taining a group of individuals witli the disease,

wlichli we shall call B, and determining the
percentage of these in-dividuals wlho have the
clharacteristic A, whiclh is considered a possible
etiological factor. This frequency is then com-
pared with a similar frequency in a so-called
control or comparative group of individuals
without the disease. If the frequency of A is
Iiigher among those with B tlhani among those
witlhout B, ani association is said to exist be-
tween a -and B. In such studies, the cases (witl
B) anid the controls (without B) can be selected
in several ways.

Flospital Populations

AMost frequenitly, both the cases and the con-
trols are obtained from lhospital populations.
Practically all the retrospective studies indi-
catinge anl association between lung cancer ancd
cigarette smokinig have been hospital studies.
Control gr'oups usually coInsist of patients with
otlher diseases adnmitted to the same lhospital
or hospitals. This method's popularity results
from the ease and inexpensiveness with which
data can be obtained. In evaluating this
method, several factors must be considered anld
their relative importance judged by the investi-
oator.
Probably the most frequeint problem encouni-

tered in studies of hospital populations results
from the influence of what is termeed "selection."
In this connectioin, it will be helpful to distin-
guislh "'sampling selection" and "biological se-
lection." Wheni selectioni is discussed in this
type of study, samplinig selection is usually
mneanit. The question of biological selection
wvill be conisidered later. Berkson lhas slhown
the possibility of obtainiing a spurious associa-
ciation of A anid B because of sampling selec-
tion resulting from differential rates of
admission to the hospital of inidividuals witl
A, those witlh B, and those witlhout B (6).
HIowever, B3erkson (6) anild Kraus (7') have also
incdicated that if clharacteristic A does not in-
fluence the admission of individuals to the hos-
pital, the likelilhood of a. spurious association is
negligible.

Decision as to whether A does or does not
inifluence admission to a hospital may at times
be difficult. To a large extent, we are depend-
enit on the judgment of the investigator and on
ouir genieral kniowledge of the specific situation,
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makinig evaluation of the results difficult. In
many instances we may feel that a, specific char-
acteristic A does not influence hospitalization,
but this may result from ignorance of all of the
related variables involved. For example, if we
are initerested in determining a possible rela-
tioinsliip betw-eeii eye color and a specific disease,
and we find an association between blue eyes and
a disease in aihospitalized series of cases and
controls, it does not appear likely that individ-
uals with blue eyes would be selected for hos-
pitalizationi. However, if we. are in a com-
munilility in wvhich the etlhic gIroup with blue eyes
is p)redominantly in tlhe low-er social strata and
if social class influences hospitalization, it is
possible that sampling selection may operate
to suchl ani extent as to result in a spurious asso-
ciationi of a disease with blue eyes.
In deteriminiing, the imiiportance to be assigned

to the influenice of sanmpling selection, another
factor that must be conisidered is the strength of
the observed association. In the extreme case,
if we find(I that all the 1B individuals have A and
all the non-3B inidividiuals do not halve A, it
wouldl be very difficult to dceny the existence of
an1 association1 between A aind B, unless the cliar-
acteristic A exerts ani unLusisually large influenice
oni the chances of hospitalization. Unfortu-
nately, most associations are not this strong.
Heice, it imay be lhelpful to judge the relative
ilport ance of saiimplinig selection by dletermin-
ing aiitliinetically howv much of ain association
could be expected for varyincg degrees of sam-
pling selection; we slhall illustrate this in ouir
discussioni of prospective stuidies. If the degrree
of the associationi is muclh greater tlian could
be expected after taking inito accounit what
may be considered a reasoniable influence of
sampling selectioni, the association may be more
readily accepted. Objectionis to this approaclh
miglht be raised since it is n-ot as clear cut as is
usually deemed desirable. However, anl ele-
m-lenit of judgment is always presenit in the eval-
Ucationi of any set of data, regardless of the
source.
In many hospital stucdies, confidence in can

observed associationi miay be increased by the,
presence of internal evidence. For exaimple,
if several noni-B groups, each with a different
disease or coniditioni, are compaired with the B
group and the results with regard to character-

istic A are similar, confidence in the existence
of an association cani be greater than if only
one nion-B group is used. Also, confidence may
be greater if there is ia relationslhip between the
frequency of B aand the anmount of .A, provided
that A can be quanitified. In general, the more
ways in whiclh an associationi can be slhown, the
greater can be our conifidence that it is a real
one ancd niot a result of suclh a disturbing factor
as sampling selection.

Clearly, the determiniation of a statistical
associatioii by hospital studies poses niainy diffi-
cult problems, since an interpretation concern-
ing the existence of a relationslhip depends
largely on the investigator's judgmnent regard-
ing, the plausibility of other- explanatioiis for
the observed association. A point frequenitly
oveilooked is thlat disturbinig factors actually
may operate in the opposite directioni so that
a tr'ue associationi is obscured as aIresuilt of samn-
plinlg selectioni. One! miglht arguie that this sit-
uation Woulld occur only if the association were
not a very strong one and, tlherefore, Inot very
imj)ortant. However, in seekinigclimes about
etiological factors, no possible associations
slhould be overlooked.

CotOrols Froni General Popiltation
A imiodification of the lhospital studies is the

use of a control grouip selected from the general
populationi anid im-atchled witlh the hospitalized
cases according to certaiin clharacteristics.
Usually, such a control group consists of indi-
viduals who reside in the same area aind are
similar in alg,e, sex, anid race to the lhospitalized
cases. A miiatchled population control may
d(imninislh somne of the difficulties resulting froma
the possible disturbinig effect of samplinig se-
lectioni, but it, is niot completely clear as to lhow
muiiichl really is acconliplishe(l. It is principally
oni inttuitive grouncds that suclh a conitrol is re-
gar ded as better tlhan a lhospital contr ol.

In some situiations it is possible that aimatched
ol)ulation cointirol glroulp is worse than a lhos-

pital control group. If characteristic A is an-
otlher disease or coniditioni requiring meldical
diagniosis for its determination, the objection
could be raised that matclhed population con-
trols differ from lhospitalized patients with re-
gard to the amounit of m-eedical care received.
For exaimple, in stuldying the association of can-
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cer of the cervix with diabetes, we would carry
out a retrospective study with hospitalized
cervix canicer patients from whom we obtain a
Iiistory of diabetes. A matchled population
control may be completely inadequate for com-
parisoni witlh the patients since the patienits and
conitrols wouild differ with regard to the amount
of meldical care received, and, therefore, the
matchled control group may actallaly liave a
larg,er proportion of undiagnosed cases of dia-
betes. This situation will arise if the informa-
tion concerning diabetes is obtainied by initer-
view. However, if the presence of diabetes is
determined by examination, this difficulty will
not be encounitered. Consequently, if it is nec-
essalry to obtain the required information by
interview it may be preferable, in certaiii in-
stances, to use lhospitalized patients as the
controls.
A control grouip for comnparison witlh a lhos-

pital case group can also be obtained by selecting
a random sample of the population and adjust-
ing for differences in sex, race, age, anid other
variables by available statistical techliniques.
The question of whether to use matchled or
randomly selected controls has been discussed
most recenitly by Coclhiani (8) and Greenberg
(9). .Apparently, each metlhod lhas certain ad-
vantages and disadvantages, witlh the ranidom
sample lhaving a slight edge. The problem of
diaggnostic comparability mentioned in the case
of matclhed populationi conitrols also occuIrs with
regard to a random samiiple control group.

Cases and Controls Fronib General Populationi

To avoid problems imposed by sampling selec-
tion, the best approach would seem to be to
obtaini a sample of all cases in a communiity anid
to select either a matclhed or random sample of
the general population as a control group.
However, when samples of the general popula-
tion are used, the cases and controls are again
not comparable from the viewpoint of medical
care. Consequently, if we are interested in de-
termining the frequency of a characteristic that
is influenced by the amount of medical care re-
ceived, a more appropriate method of determin-
ing this clharacteristic than interviewing must
be used. Selection of cases and controls from
the general population appears preferable to
other methods of selection in that, witlh this

metlhod, it is least necessary to depend on judg-
iment concerning the relative weight to be as-
siineed to the influence of sampling selection and
other possible disturbing factors.

It is remarkable that this kincd of study has
not been used in epidemiological investigations
of ncminifectiots disease more frequently than it
has. The only drawback is that such studies are
more difficlilt, expenisive, anid time-constuing
than studies of lhospitalized cases. Despite the
obvious advantages, it must be admitted that
tlheoretically this method does not avoid all pos-
sibility of sampling selection, since it might be
argued that "all cases" includes only "all knowin
cases" and undiaanosed or asymptomiiatic cases
may lhave been selectively omitted wvith respect
to the variable uinder study. After hospital
studies have indicated the existence of associa-
tions, it. would appear more pr ofitable to expeind
fuiids and eniergies Onl conifiirmlatioln by genieral
population stucdies than to continue repeatinig
hospital sttudies ad inifinituiml.

Additioiwtl Considerations

In ietrosl)ective studies, information is us-
ually obtained by initerview. Interviewing as a
method of measurement has a fair amount of
error, which, amonig other things, results in a
certaini amounit of m-isclassification of individ-
uals with aiid witliout the characteristic under
study. Bross has pointed out that the ability to
detect differences in the frequency of a char-
acteristic in two groups decreases with increas-
ing amount of misclassification (10). Thus, in
retrospective studies, wlhere there always will
be some degree of misclassification, there is a
certain risk that a true association will not
be detected. This lack of sensitivity has not
been sufficiently realized. In addition, the pos-
sible intrusion of subjective bias, both conscious
and unconscious, must not be overlooked. When
a history of a clharacteristic is obtained and the
interviewer knows which individuals are the
cases and whichl the controls, it is difficult to be
certaini that the differences observed between the
two groups are not the result of subjective bias.

Retrospectively obtainied data can be further
evaluated by noting if the results are consistent
with those obtained by demographic studies.
Consistent findings will increase the confidence
in the existence of observed associations, but it
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is difficult to determine the degree by wlhich such
cotlfidence will or should be increased.

Prospective Studies

In prospective, or followup, studies groups of
ifIdivid'uals with ancd witlhout the characteristic
A aIre obtained ancd followed for a definite
period of timie to determinie the riisk of develop-
ing B wlheni the characteristic A is present as
compared with the risk when it is absent. These
groups miay be selected fromy the population in
either a raindom or a nonranidom manner.
Several l)ractical considerationis must be taken
inito account in the actual process of selection.
For exaample, if the characteristic A is verv fre-
quenlt in the populatioln, a completely random
sample of the population may not be the most
efficieiit method of selecting the two groups,
since the n-imber of individuals without A in a
randoim sample nmay be too small. To increase
the numtlber of individtuals without A, it may
be necessary to select more of them from the rest
of the poptilationi by miiatchliing, with the indiv-id-
uals with A in the randonm sample. A similar
situationi imay occur with an infrequent char-
acteristic. If we are interested in prospectively
sttudying the associationi of diabetes with cancer
of the cervix, it would probably be best to select
a randoin sample of diabetic patients in the
commiiiunity. Theni we could select either a
mlatched control group of inonidiabetics or a
ranidomii salmple of the entire population from
wlich we could obtain a control group of non-
dliabetics by further sampling and perhaps
matching. In geineral, the method of selection
depenids larg,ely on the particular characteristics
being studied.

If a nonrandom sample is used, samplinig
selection may be a disturbing factor. Berkson
indicated this possibility in an analysis of some
of the prospective studies of the association of
cigarette smoking with lungr canicer (11). In
these studies, n-onrandomly selected groups of
smokers anid nonsmokers were followed for a
certain period of time, and it was observed that
the death rate from lung cancer was highler
amoing smokers than among nonssmokers. By
numerical illustration, Berkson demonstrated
that sampling selection may produce a spuriouis
association. From otlher sources, he obtained

estimuates oni the frequency of sm-okers in the
pol)ulation. This frequency was different froimi
that in the study population, indicating that
samplinig selection had taken place. Berkson
tlheii lemonstrate(l that this degree of sampling
selectioni would result in a lung, caincer death
rate amnong smokers that was 1.5 times that
founiid aimoing nonismokers. However, accord-
inig to a report on- the prospective studies by
E. C. Hammuonid, the observed rates among
smiokeirs in the 4 age groups studied are from
3 to 17 times the rates observed amnong non-
smokers. For suclh a difference to be a result of
samiipliig selectioni, it would be necessary to as-
sume a degree of selection that apparently was
not presemit in these stuldies. This example is
preseinted to incdicate the need for evaluatimig
the strengtlh of the association in relation to
the degree of sam-pllin(g selection that could lhave
occurred. As ili the case of retrospective
studies, judgment mnust be exercise(l in the
evaluation of the data.
The followup method of study lhas severeal ad-

vaiitages. First, it provides a diriect estimate
of the risk of developing the disease B whlen A.
is present, whereas in the restrospective method
this canl only be obtained incdirectly. It is not
certaini how advaintageous this really is wlhe
the major objective is to try to determine possi-
ble etiological factors. But some investigator-s
prefer direct rather tlhan indirect estimates.
Second, a prospective study decreases the risk
of stubjective bias, provided that the criteria
and procedures are established in advance.
Tlilild, it (lecreases the likelihood of nmisclassi-
fyincg individuals witlh and witlhout the charac-
teristic. For example, in determiining the relai-
tionship of artificial menopause to female breast
canicei retrospectively, we are dependent on a
hiistory of artificial mneniopause. In a certain
proportion of cases the history woluld be er-
ronieous. However, in a prospective study we
would start with inidividuals wlho currently
have an artificial mneniopatuse; therefore, there
woould be nio misclassification of these individ-
uals. This tends to inierease the chances of
fiindiIngI aII associatioin if one actually exists.

Observations to Increase Confidence
In either a retrospective or a )rospective

study, confidence in observed associations nmay
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be increased by including individuals wlho had
characteristic A initially and then lost it. For
example, in the studies on cigarette smoking
and lung cancer, there were individuals who
had been smokers and then had become non-
smokers. Therefore, it is possible not only to
compare cigarette smokers and nonsmokers with
regard to the risk of developing lung cancer,
but also to determine the risk for individuals
who were smokers and then became nonsmokers.
E. C. Hammond reported that for this group the
risk of luiig cancer is less than for those who re-
inained smokers. This is a valuiable observa-
tion since it is less likely that such factors as
sampling selection are responsible for this type
of an association.

Additional confidence in the observed associ-
ations may be obtained also by comparing the
affected groups and controls or those with a
characteristic and without a characteristic with
regard to as maniy other variables as possible.
On the question of smoking and lung cancer,
it would be of considerable interest to see if
smokers and nonsmokers and if the lung cancer
cases and the control groups are alike with re-
gard to such characteristics as alcohol consump-
tion, family size, occupation, and the like. E x-
cept for occupation, such comparisonis are not
yet available. This is one major methodologi-
cal criticism that could be leveled at ltng can-
cer studies. The more characteristics with re-
gard to wlhich the groups are similar, the more
certain can one be that the differeince with re-
gard to smoking habits is real. However, Lhe
present level of epidemiological knowledge sets
a limit in determiniiig the characteristics to be
selected for comparison. There is a risk of
stating that the two groups are comparable witlh
regard to characteristics that may eventually
turn out to be unimportant. As knowledge of
the epidemiology of a disease increases, it can
be used continuously to evaluate more properlv
previously determined associations.

Causality in Biological Phenomena

After a statistical association has been ascer-
tained, we would like to make some sort of an
inferenice as to whether a cause and effect rela-
tionship exists between the disease and the as-
sociated characteristic. Before discussing fac-

tors that influence this type of inference, we
need to consider the concept of causality.
In medicine aiid public healtlh it seems rea-

sonable to adopt a pragmatic concept of caus-
ality. One major reason for determining eti-
ological factors of lhumiianidisease is to use this
knowledge to prevent the disease. Therefore,
a factor may be defined as a cause of a disease,
if the incidence of the disease is diminished
whlen exposure to tlis factor is likewise dimin-
ished.
This concept is not as logically rigorous as

the more formialistic one held by somle investi-
gators, wlichl requires evidence indicating that
a factor is both a necessary ancd a sufficient conl-
ditioni for a disease before it is incriminated as
a cause. In biologfical phenomena, botlh these
requirements do not have to be met because of
the existence of multiple causative factors. For
example, in tuberculosis, the tubercle bacilluis
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
tuberculosis. Other additional factors in-
cluded unlder the term "susceptibility" are imn-
portaiit. In other infectious diseases, the
micro-organismn is a necessary factor but niot
always a sufficient one. In diseases generally
considered as noninfectious, such as cancer, the
concept of causation may lhave to be broadened
further, since one particular etiological factor
may not even be a niecessary onie because of the
probable existence of multiple causative agents.

Chain of Causal Relationships
A1

A2 \
CAUSAL _

A3 b B > C

FACTORS REACTION
A4 /RATO

AT DISEASE
CELLULAR

A5 LEVEL
etc.

Actually, in both infectious ancd noninifectious
diseases the differences in these two concepts of
causality depend upon the frame of reference.
To illustrate, the cause and effect relationslhips
with multiple etiological factors, labeled A1, A.,
A3, and so forth, each acting independently, are
presented in the accompaniying drawing. These
factors can be looked on as producing a change
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in B at a cellular level. The clhanged cell B
could then develop into C, the disease. Clearly,
the cellular chanige in B can be considered as the
necessary and sufficient condition for the disease
C. Therefore, to meet the more rigorous def-
inition of causality, the biological mechanisms
relating A to B and B to C must be determined.
Pragmiiiatically, lhowever, the determination of
eacll of the A factors is important, since atten-
tioni must be focused on these to be able to apply
preventive mneasures.
The derivationi of causal iniferences from ob-

served statistical associations is difficult because
of the inability to eliminate the possible effect
of anotlher variable that may influence both the
clharacteristic A anid disease B. For example,
in the cig,arette smokingc-luing cancer relationl-
ship, it is possible to postulate the existence of
another factor that causes a person to smnoke ancd
also causes lung cancer. Or perhaps there ex-
ists some constitutional factor among nion-
smiiokers that decreases their risk of developinig
lungr cancer. The latter viewpoint is niot unl-
reasonable since there is a tenldency for personis
participating in athletics not to start smoking
at that time of life when smoking habits are de-
veloped. Suchi in-dividuals may be coInstitU-
tionially lhardier as shown- by their participationi
in athletics, and perhaps this constitutionial fac-
tor decreases their risk of developing lunig can-
cer. If suclh relationships exist, they would re-
sult in a statistical association without a causal
relationship. This situcation may be terimied bi-
ological selection since individuals are selected
for both the characteristic ancd the disease bv a
tlhird mutually related factor. Similar prob-
lems are encountered in mnaniy fields, such as
genietics and sociology (12,13).

Biological Considerations

One important biological consideration that
may influence the derivation of causal infer-
enices concernis the ability to experiment. If
one can select samples of individuals from a

populationi and raindomly allocate them to two
groups, one witlh and the other withouit the
characteristic, anid the statistical association
contiinues to exist, the randomization procedure
lhas taken into account most, if not all, of the
otlher related variables. Such well-controlled

experimients had a major role in establishing a
causal connection between fluorides in drinking,
water ancd reduction in dental caries. How-
ever, experimentation is not usually feasible in
most human diseases.
Another influential factor is the degree of the

observed associationi. If the statistical associa-
tioni is very strong, it is less reasonable to sil)-
pose that a mutually correlated tlhird factor wvas
involved. Admittedly, a 100 percent associa-
tion does not completely eliminate the possible
existence of a third factor, but it does make such
a possibility more unlikely. Here agalin, sucl
a situationi is rar'ely encounitered.

Probably the most important consideration
is whletlher or not the association is consistent
witlh existing biological theory. If a statistical
associationi makes biological sense, it is more
readily accepted tlhan one that is at the moment
not capable of biological explaination. By
"biological sense" we meain that the mechlan-
isms leadiing from the clharacteristic A to the
disease B fit into some biological (plhysiolog,ical
or pathological) framewvork. If this frame-
work exists, it was probably derived fromii otlier
kincds of observations; therefore, it is intuitively
felt, that, the associationi lhas beeni verified by
otlher, incdependenit observations.

This type of reasoninig can be illustrated
fromn studies of pregnancy experience anid neu-
ropssychiatric disorders in clildlhood (14). In
these studies anl associationi was denmonstrated
between certain maternal factors durinig preg-
nancy and time developmenit of suclh disorders
as cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and miiental defi-
cienlcy in the offspring. This association fits
inito a reasonable biological framework since
the mechanisms of suclh relationslhips are read-
ily conceived. These same factors have been
showvn to produce anioxia in the fetus, and
anoxia may result in damage to the brain, which,
in turn, is logically related to the disorders men-
tionied. Consequently, the statistical associa-
tioni is readily acceptable as a causal lhypothesis.

Oni the other lhand, in the association of cig-
arette smoking anid lung cancer, no direct links
betw-een cigarette smoking andi ca<ncer lhave been
worked out. There is evidenice indicating that
environmeental agents are important in the
etiology of cancer, wlichli does strengtlhen the
lhypothesis that cigarette smokinig and lunig
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cancer are causally related. It also seems more
reasonable to accept cigarette smoking as a
causal factor than the application of a certain
ointment to one's feet or the ingestion of alcohol,
since cigarette smoke does come in contact witl
the site of lung cancer. But the biological
plausibility of a causal hypotlhesis on these two
bases is not of the same order as in the case of
pregniancy factors and neuropsyclhiatric dlis-
orders.
There are historical instances in wlhich a

statistical association did not originally con-
form to existing biological concepts. As ad-
vances in knowledge changed the biological
concepts, these new concepts were founld to be
consistent with the previously observed associa-
tion. Conversely, there have been instanices in
whlichl the statistical associatioin was interl)reted
as beinig consistent witlh existing biological coIn-
cepts, btut later tlhe interpretation of the asso-
ciationi was fouind to have been erroneous.
The classical example of the first situationi is

afforded by Snow's investigationi of cholera
(15). Snoiw observed an association between
the ingestion of polluted water and the dlevelop-
ment of cholera during 1849-54. At that time,
prior to the establislhment of the germ theory
of disease, the accepted etiological hypotlhesis
for clholera was the miasmatic theory. Snow's
observations were not generally accepted since
they (lid not conform to the miasmatic theory.
After the germ theory of disease was estab-
lislhed, Snow's statistical association was con-
sistent with the germ theory, and, henice, it was
accepte(l. Thlus, the prevailing biological
oplinion was erroneous wlhereas the inference
made from the statistical association was not.
The second situation is exemplified by Farr's

observation of an association between elev-ation
of residence above sea level and cholera mor-
tality in London (16) ; his data, for 1848-49,
are slhowni below. Witlh increasing elevation,
there was a decline in cholera mortality. This
association was consistent with the miasmatic
tlieory and was interpreted as confirmatory
evidence. When the miasmatic theory was re-
placed by the germ theory, this association was
still reasonable since elevation was in turn in-
versely associated witlh the etiological factor,
polluted water.

Elevation above
sea leel, in feet

Under 20__
20-40----
40-60--
60-80-----
80-100_----
100-120____
340-360____

Deaths in 10,000
inhabitants

_______ 102
_______- 65
__-____ 34
__ _27

22
_______- 17
_______- 7

One other biological consideration is the role
of animal experimentation. There is a wide-
spread feeling that, if a statistical association is
confirmed by an animal experiment, definite
proof of a cause and effect relationship in lhu-
mans is establislhed. It is important to realize
that applications of the results of animal exper-
iments to humani situations axe fraught with
danger. If we are concerned with such disturb-
ing influences as samipling and biological selec-
tion in studies of humans, we slhould be so much
the muore careful of basing conclusions on re-
sults of aiinimal experimnents. Confirmation by
animal experimnentationi increases the biological
reasonableness of a causal inference. It also
provides an aniimal moldel by which possible
biological meclhanisms m-ay be elucidated, there-
by inidicating lhow atnd where sulch mlechanisms
nmight be inivestigated in humans. But, in inter-
preting results from animal experiments, it is
importanit to distinguislh between definite proof
anld increased biolo(rical plausibility.

Nonbiological Considerations

Certain nionbiological considerationis may in-
fluence an individual's attitude toward accept-
amice of a causal inference. These concern the
decisions that are maide relative to the course
of actioni to be taken when an inference is ac-
cepted. They reflect the outlook, background,
and administrative responsibilities of the indi-
vidual. For example, a researchl scientist, with-
out any direct responsibility for the health of
a population, might require a very high degree
of plausibility before accepting a causal infer-
ence and recommending definite administrative
actionl. On the other hand, a healtli officer, di-
rectly responsible for the health of a population,
may accept a lower degree of plausibility as suf-
ficient to warrant preventive action. He may
therefore accept a causal inference when he
thinks that it has a good chance of being correct
but before it is definitely proved.
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Suclh considerationls usuially play a role after
the statistica,l associationi is establislhed and be-
fore a causal relationship is definiitely proved.
Durinig this period, causal inferences are re-
gar(led with varying degrees of plausibility. It
is lhelpful to consider the possible relationships
bet-weeni courses of actioin ancd degrees of plausi-
bility, as follows: At the first level, the evidence
is conisidered sufficiently suggestive to warrant
furtlher investigationi. At the second level, the
evidenice is considered suifficient for recoiiimend-
ing attempted preventive action. ANt the third
level, the evidence is considered sufficient to
state that a causal inifereiice has been proved,
anid this causal lhypotlhesis is included in our
body of scientific kinowledge. There is an inter-
action between the degree of plausibility witlh
whlicll ani inference is regarded anld the actionIs
based on these inferences.

It seems that the present controversy over the
inferenices fromn the cigaIette snoking-lung can-
cer, associationl is largely concerned with the
degree of plausibility. It is generally agreed
that the evidence is sufficiently suggestive to
warraint further investigcation. Atthe other ex-
tremie, there is general agreemnent tha,t the evi-
dence is not sufficient to warrant a statement
that a causal lhypothesis is definitely proved;
this level will Inot be reached until the detailed
biological and clhemical meclhanisms have been
worked out. At present, the major issue is
whethler a causal inference is sufficiently plaus-
ible for a public statement that cessation of
cigarette smoking would diminish the risk of
acquiring luing cancer. Since the degree of
plausibility canniiot be directly assessed, differ-
ences of opinion naturally develop.

In evaluating these decision levels, it is im-
portant to keep in mind that in nmany instances
action based on a statistical association could be
successful even tlhoughl it is initerpreted incor-
rectly from a biological viewpoint. To illus-
trate this we recall Farrfs observation of the
association of decreasing cholera mortality with
increasing elevation of residence above sea level
(16). If the health officer had recommenided
that people living in the lower-lying districts
of London move to the higher districts, a de-
cline in cholera mortality would probably have
resulted, although such action would have been
based on the erroneous miasmatic theory.
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Summary
Increasing use of the epidemiological ap-

proaclh in the study of noninfectious diseases
emplhasizes the need for considering the con-
ceptual framework of such studies. Epidemio-
logical studies are composed of two stages: first,
the determination of statistical associations be-
tween a disease and variouis poptulation charac-
teristics; second, the derivation of biological in-
ferences from the pattern of associations. Both
the associations and infereinces constitute the
epidemiology of the disease.

Statistical associationis may be determinied
from demograplhic data or from inidividual hiis-
tory data. The latter muay tbe obtainied from
retrospective studies, prospective studies, or ex-
perimenital studies. In these studies, charac-
teristics of a( group of cases are compared witlh
those of one or iiiore groups of controls. Cases
an(l controls mnay be selected by various meth-
ods, eaclh of whlichl has advantagres ancd disad-
vantages.
In general, leads to the existence of statistical

associations come from individual hiistory
stuidies of hospital populations or from demo-
graplhic data. The associations so suggested re-
quire confirmation by retrospective studies of
adequiately selected saimples of cases and conl-
ti ols fr omi tlheir respective populations.
Whlletlher or niot prospective studies are neces-
sary depends largely on the kind and strengtlh
of the association. The metlhod of carryint
out a prospective study depends on the nature
of the characteristics and the disease under
investigation.

In the dcerivation of causal inferences from
observed statistical associations, certain biologi-
cal and nonbiological factors are inifluential.
Among the biological factors are the ability to
conduct humani experiments, the strength of
the association, the role of animal experimenta-
tion, and the prevailing biological concepts.
The latter is tIme most important. Snow's and
Farr's observations on cholera are illustration-s
of the interaction between biological theory and
the interpretation of statistical associations. A
nonbiological factor is the couirse of action re-

sulting from the degree of p)lausibility with
which a causal inference is regarded. Tlmis
factor, directly or indirectly, influences an in-
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dividual's basic way of thinking about causal
relationships.
We hope that this brief review of some of the

methodological and inferential problems en-
countered in epidemiological studies will stin-
ulate further discussion. There exists a com-
pelling need for establishing some genieral prin-
ciples which would provide a logical framework
for future investigators.
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CDC Course in Epidemiology for Nurses

A refresher course for nurses in communicable disease control will be
giveni by the Communicable Disease Center, Public Health Service,
Atlanta, Ga., from April 8 through April 26, 1957. The course is open
to public health nurses and educational directors, industrial nurses,
and instructors and consultants in nursing.
Designed to increase nurses' technical knowledge and skills in the

prevention and control of communicable diseases, the course will stress
epidenmiological principles and techniques.

Supervised practice in the field may be arranged for a limited num-
ber of students after the termination of the course.

Applications must be filed with the Communicable Disease Center
by March 10, 1957. Information and application forms may be ob-
tained from the director of public health nursing in a State health
department or from the Chief, Nursing Section, Epidemiology Branch,
Communicable Disease Center, Public Health Service, 50 Seventh
Street, NE., Atlanta, Ga.
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